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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4554-Among the

thousand or so powerhouses from the Daemonium Sect, only

one was a Caelum Acmean. Moreover, he was only at the early

stage of the Caelum Acme Rank.

Even with just his physical strength, James could easily kill

him. However, he worried the group would send an emergency

signal to the Daemonium Sect while they fought.

He would be at a huge disadvantage if more powerhouses

from the Daemonium Sect were to show up.

Boom!!!

While James was thinking of a solution, the Daemonium

Sect’s Guardian suddenly attacked the formation.

A deafening sound permeated the air.

The void outside of the formation was instantly shattered, and

countless cracks spread in the space.

Waleria had set up the formation while severely injured.

Despite that, the formation had terrifying defense power, and

even the Daemonium Sect’s attack could not break it instantly.

Although the formation was not destroyed, cracks had formed

throughout it. With just a few more blows, it might come

crashing down.

James knew he could not let the Daemonium Sect’s



Guardian continue the attack and immediately chose to reveal

himself.

Swoosh!!!

A light ray emerged before the formation, and James

appeared.

“Who are you?” The Daemonium Sec’ts powerhouses stared at

James in shock and backed away. They instantly summoned

their weapons and looked at James warily.

James looked at them indifferently and said, “What do you

mean by this? I’ve set up a formation here to cultivate in

seclusion but am suddenly under attack.”

The Guardian looked at James and asked, “You? Are you the

one that set up the formation here?”

James replied, “Who else were you expecting?”

The Guardian examined James from head to toe and tried to

sense his cultivation base.

However, James’ bloodline power had already been sealed

away. Moreover, he was unable to use his Path Powers.

Therefore, the Guardian could not determine James’

cultivation rank. Despite that, he could sense an explosive

power within James’ body.

The Guardian knew that James would be a challenging

opponent. Instead of a confrontation, he clasped his fists and

said, “I’m the Daemonium Sect’s Guardian. I’ve been ordered

to hunt down an enemy. I suspect my target is hiding within

this formation. How about you open the

formation and allow me to perform a quick search? I’ll leave

instantly if the person I’m looking for isn’t here.”



“Haha!” James burst out laughing.

“Ridiculous! I set up a formation here to cultivate, so how can I

just let you enter as you please? Leave instantly, or I won’t

hold back against you.”

James had no intention of fighting the group from the

Daemonium Sect.

Even though the powerhouses before him were easy

opponents, the Daemoinium Sect was powerful in the Theos

District and had many powerful members. They were even

bold enough to go after Waleria, who was from the Theos

Sect.

James knew offending the Daemonium Sect would land

himself in trouble.

“What if I insist on searching the area?” The Guardians’

expression darkened, and a powerful aura rose from his body.

“Go ahead and try.” James took a step forward.

“You must have a death wish!” The Guardian was furious.

He appeared before James in a flash and swung his fist at

James. His attack contained terrifying power. Even the

surrounding void could not withstand the force and began to

shatter.

James fearlessly raised his fist to block the attack.

Boom!

The two fists clashed.

The impact caused a massive shock wave to spread like

water ripples, destroying everything in its path.



James backed up and appeared at the formation’s border.

Meanwhile, the Guardian was blasted away as he spurted out

blood. As he retreated, the terrifying force shattered the void

behind him.

Even with James’ physical strength, he was more powerful

than an ordinary Caelum Acmean.


